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ABSTRACT

choose to engage in such behavior. Specifically, Zhang et
al. [26] conducted a study comparing location traces from
GPS/Wi-fi signals and foursquare check-ins and found
some differences. They indicated that some of this disparity
might be explained by deception arising from the
gamification elements of foursquare. We argue that this is
not just obvious but expected as part of a user’s overall
social activity [10,11,16]. In addition, there hasn't been
significant progress on understanding factors (from
automatically collected usage data) that affect such decision
making. Morever, the methodological question around
accurate and scalable collection of deceptive location
disclosures remains to be investigated in greater depth.	
  

Prior research shows that people often engage in deception
when sharing location. Privacy concerns, social surveillance
and impression management are the primary drivers of
these types of behaviors. One methodological question that
arises in this research context is the problem of reliable
measurement to study predictors of deceptive location
disclosure from usage data. In this note, we propose a
simple experience sampling method (ESM) approach that is
useful for studying this phenomenon. We describe our ESM
deployment and report the results of a long term,
quantitative study of 204 foursquare users over 1 year.
Results indicate that physical distance, tie strength and
order of visibility on the foursquare feed are significant
predictors (with moderate to high effect sizes) of deceptive
location disclosure. We connect these findings to the rich
tradition of location disclosure behavior research in
ubiquitous computing.

Experience Sampling Method (ESM) has been a popular
and often recommended choice [4, 13] in ubiquitous
computing to measure phenomena traditionally intractable
for appraisal. ESM has also gained traction in the rich
tradition of location sharing user studies in ubiquitous
computing research. Consolvo et al. [5] (n=16) studied the
willingness to disclose location in a simulated LSA. They
found that requestor identity, location granularity and the
reason for requesting access to be significant factors
predicting location disclosure. Khalil and Connelly [15]
(n=20) analyzed how social relations and contextual clues
can affect location sharing. Anthony et al. [1] (n=25) found
that location-sharing decisions were often based on reasons
beyond physical location. Finally, Patil et al. [18] (n=35)
examined the impact of feedback and control on location
sharing decisions through various LSA privacy settings. 	
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Location sharing applications (LSAs) have proliferated [23]
in the last decade. Many modern LSAs depend upon
voluntary "check-ins" [6] as the primary mode of location
disclosure. Previous work has outlined how impression
management [6], privacy concerns [19] and social
surveillance [11,16] play important roles in making the
decision to disclose location voluntarily and that users often
disclose false locations [10] as part of a holistic location
sharing strategy. There is also a small but growing body of
literature [14, 17] on deceptive location disclosure centered
on understanding why and detecting how people would

Our study contributes to the above discussion by examining
two research questions. First, can a simple ESM
deployment be a useful way to capture deceptive location
disclosure data? Second, what factors (from ESM and other
automatically collected usage data) affect deceptive
location sharing decisions? In the note that follows, we
report the results of an ESM study on 204 foursquare users
over a period of 12 months. Our main findings are: 	
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First, using a straightforward ESM deployment within the
foursquare application, we captured data regarding 312,467
check-ins over 12 months with 32,357 deceptive check-ins
(9.7%). Second, the outcome of a binary, hierarchical logit
model predicts three factors from foursquare usage data
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that significantly influence deceptive location disclosures
on foursquare - physical distance between a user and a
particular friend (OR=1.667, p<0.01), tie strength between
a user and a specific friend (OR=0.556, p<0.05) and the
order of visibility in the foursquare feed (OR=1.315,
p<0.01). We also discuss how these findings connect and
contribute to existing theoretical and empirical work on
privacy, surveillance and impression management.	
  

Experience Sampling Method 	
  
We used the foursquare API [8] to inject our custom
application within the regular foursquare application. This
manifested itself in the form of a prompt after every checkin as illustrated in Figure 1. Users were asked to report if
they considered a specific act of location disclosure to be
deceptive in nature (yes/no). We catalogued every choice as
well as foursquare usage data summarized in Table 1.

THE PRESENT STUDY

Data Collection and Participants
We used a mixture of snowball and convenience sampling
to recruit our participants. Our primary strategies were to
reach out to our personal contacts as well as to propagate
our study advertisement on popular social media
(Facebook, Twitter etc.), our university campus
(northeastern United States) noticeboards and internal
mailing lists. This was a three-step process. First,
participants clicked on a link that brought them to an online
informed consent form that also outlined the objectives of
the study. If they completed and submitted this form, they
were redirected to an online survey asking them to answer
brief demographical questions (name, email, gender, age,
income and race), which we adapted from the US Census
categories. Finally, they were again directed to a website to
approve access to our custom application through the
foursquare API and hence, by extension, their foursquare
usage data.

Research Context 	
  
We chose foursquare [7] as our sandbox for probing our
research questions for two main reasons. First, foursquare is
the largest and most popular LSA with over 55 million
users and 6 billion check-ins [7] as of March 2015. We note
here that in July 2014, the check-in mechanics were split
off into another application named Swarm [22] while
foursquare continued focusing on localized venue
recommendations. This had no significant bearing on our
study since all our users continued using Swarm and the
APIs for ESM deployment and data collection remained
constant for the study duration. Second, foursquare has no
common privacy management features such as access
control lists or location obfuscation settings. The only
strategy is the decision to (not) check-in and is therefore,
ideal for our research questions. A very exhaustive resource
describing foursquare system features can be found freely
online [9] for anyone wishing to (re)acquaint themselves
with this LSA. 	
  

Participants were not compensated for their effort but were
asked to voluntarily contribute to research. This was a point
of ancillary interest to us namely – would it be possible to
deploy a long term ESM study without significant
incentives or compensation? Our university’s Institutional
Review Board approved this study design.	
  
We collected data about 204 foursquare users (99 male, 105
female) for a period of 12 months (January 2014 December 2014). 75 of these users (~37%) were prior
foursquare friends. We periodically prompted our
participants via our custom application to rate their
friendship with particular foursquare friends (on a scale of
1-10; 1 being the lowest and vice versa). This gave us an
overall sense of tie strength about specific friends. Table 1
describes our participants in terms of relevant foursquare
usage and demographics for the period of our study.
We did not find any significant variation in foursquare
usage among our participants during our study when
compared against their previous foursquare usage. In
addition, we did not find any significant variations in selfreported deceptive check-ins among our participants.
Neither could we discern any particular demographic factor
that significantly differentiated more deceptive users from
less deceptive users. 	
  

Figure 1. ESM prompt after every foursquare check-in
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1366

Std.
Dev.
505.74

user's foursquare feed which they view whenever they
choose to check-in to a location.	
  

13.19

3.74

1.24

42

507

141

92.57

Deceptive Checkins/Day
Avg. ‘Likes’ on
check-ins
Avg. Tie Strength

0.11

1.38

0.39

0.23

FriendTie - This is a continuous variable representing the
self-reported tie strength between a user and a particular
friend on a scale of 1-10. This gives us a broad idea of how
strongly participants feel connected to specific friends. 	
  

186

4985

1884

788.59

1

10

7.2

1.78

No. of Friends

3

462

87

31.65

Age

20

68

32.4

4.73

Income(USD)

32000

180000

76500

24300.52

Variables

Min.

Max.

Mean

Total Check-ins

414

4815

Avg. Check-ins / Day

1.13

Deceptive Check-ins

Analysis
We wrote a script in R to fit a binary hierarchical logistic
regression model adapted from the model proposed by
Wong & Mason [25] to test our dependent variable
(Choice) against our predictors. We fit different models
with stepwise regression using all our predictor variables.
The final model selection was done on the basis of a
combination of Likelihood Ratio, AIC and BIC scores.
Results of the final model are presented in Table 2. 	
  

Table 1. Descriptive Statistics of Participants	
  

Parameters

Variables and Measurements 	
  
Here, we outline our different variables of interest in our
regression model and describe their measurement. 	
  

intercept
tot_likes
friend_distance
order
gender
FriendTie
AIC=2459

Choice - This is our dependent variable and takes a binary
value representing whether the user considered a particular
check-in to be deceptive (1) or not deceptive (0) in nature. 	
  

Variable
Type
Continuous
Count
Continuous
Ordinal
Nominal
Continuous
BIC=2386

Std. β

Odds Ratio

0.16
1.191
0.07
0.271
0.24
1.667**
-0.21
0.553*
0.09
0.162
0.23
1.315**
*p <0.05 **p<0.01

Table 2. Results of Selected Binary Logit Model

UserVenue - This is a matrix with four columns. First,
user_vencat represents the category (nominal) of the venue
that the user is currently checked-in. Second, avg_rating is
a continuous variable which represents the current rating
(out of 10) provided by foursquare based on a proprietary
algorithm which is an indicator of the overall popularity of
that venue. Third, tot_likes is a count variable which
represents the total number of "likes" that users have given
a particular venue. Finally, venue_checkins is a count
variable representing the total number of unique check-ins
to that venue at the time of check-in by that particular user.	
  

Our model indicates that there are three main factors
predicting deceptive check-ins on foursquare. First, we see
that the physical distance between venues that the user and
a particular friend is checked-in at that moment acts as a
significant predictor (OR=1.667,p<0.01) of deceptive
check-ins. Second, the order in which friends appear on the
foursquare check-in feed is also an important predictor
(OR=0.556, p<0.05). Since our order variable was
constructed in a descending order (farthest users first), we
interpret results as being that visibility of closest users is an
important predictor of deceptive location disclosure.
Finally, the tie strength between that user and her visible
(on the foursquare feed) friends is also a strong predictor
(OR=1.315, p<0.01) of deceptive location sharing. We
discuss these in greater detail in the next section.	
  

FriendMatrix - This is a matrix of a user's friends
(friend_id) (nominal variable), their last check-in venue
(friend_venue) (nominal variable), the timestamp of their
last check-in (friend_time), the physical distance (in
kilometers) from these venues to the user's venue
(friend_distance), venue category (i.e. American Restaurant
or Academic Building) (friend_vencat) (nominal variable)
for each check-in. In addition, if a friend has disclosed their
gender (gender) on their foursquare profile, we were able to
capture this information as well. 	
  

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The findings in Table 2 contribute to the intersection of
three bodies of literature. Briefly, user behavior in LSAs in
the broader research community has been theorized from
privacy [19], surveillance studies [11] and impression
management [10]. Vision and visibility [11] are two oftcited concepts in these literatures. The (potential) visibility
of a user's location disclosure often leads to privacy
concerns [10] about who might be able to see these
disclosures. Conversely, in a friend network, social
surveillance is driven by platform visibility and usage [11].

FriendOrder - This is a matrix of the order (descending) in
which a users' friends appeared on her check-in feed for
each check-in consisting of two columns - friend_id
(nominal variable) and order – an ordinal variable
representing the descending order rank of each friend in a
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Moreover, visibility of a location disclosure is, at many
times, used to cultivate favorable impressions [3, 10] to
one's friend network by selectively disclosing location. Our
results contribute to this conversation by implying that
deceptive location disclosures take advantage of their
potential visibility and constitute part of an overall strategy
to manage these multiple interests and norms. We suggest
that the decision to deceptively share location is one of
several strategies undertaken by a user in conjunction with
how they perceive their actual visibility on the social
network. This is part of bag of strategies (others include
non-use, limited use, obfuscation etc.) to manage different
types of boundary negotiation processes like privacy and
surveillance concerns and impression formation and
management. 	
  

However, even if we assume that 1 in every 10 foursquare
check-ins involve some sort of deception, then this is still a
sizable number, in line with other work [21] on social
media deception. 	
  
We also found tie strength to be a significant predictor of
deceptive location disclosure. Contrary to the other two
factors described above, tie strength is usually not a
momentary factor but accrues over socio-temporal
interactions. Previous studies [6, 10, 11] have uncovered
that the foursquare friend network generally tends to
comprise stronger ties than other popular social media
platforms e.g. Facebook, Google+. In addition, Wiese et al.
[24] reported that tie strength remains the best predictor of
location sharing. We theorize, along these lines that tie
strength is also an important predictor of deceptive location
sharing. Users maintain different levels of online and
offline engagement with their audience. Given a quasipublic space such as foursquare and the competing,
differential concerns of users, it is not unreasonable to
assume that tie strength matters. For instance, a user might
report high tie strength with her father but wouldn't
necessarily want to disclose her actual location (or be
deceptive about it) [10] all the time. She might have
concerns that he might see her check-in to a venue that she
wouldn't want him to know she was currently in. On the
other hand, she might also report high tie strength with
other friends with whom she might not want to engage in
such illusion but may use different media (e.g. SMS, email
etc.) in conjunction with LSA usage to confirm social
coordination. 	
  

Specifically, our findings point towards an intuition that
these are staccato-like decisions based upon real time
factors. Guha and Birnholtz [10] introduced the concept of
check-in transience - arguing that the last check-in matters
more amidst all these different norms. Two of our
predictive factors (physical distance and order of visibility)
are indeed, very real time indicators. Users make a quick
compromise to be disingenuous between their interests and
concerns vis-à-vis who they can see on their foursquare
feed quickly. Physical distance is also quite curious. We
manually examined (at random) many of the venues where
deceptive check-ins were reported and found two main
geographical settings that might explain some of this
phenomenon. In densely populated areas like
Manhattan/San Francisco or college towns like Ann
Arbor/Ithaca where foursquare is extensively used and
where about 82% (167) of our participants are from, users
are more likely to have friends living, working or
commuting nearby. One of the original design goals of
foursquare was to promote spontaneous social coordination
of nearby friends and indeed; subsequent research [10] has
confirmed this usage. Therefore, in practical daily
foursquare use in these areas, you are more likely to see
friends who are within a reasonable traveling distance.
However, this doesn't mean that a user would always want a
serendipitous encounter but might, for impression
management reasons be loath to broadcast her reluctance.
Deceptive location disclosure, especially to a venue farther
away, then acts as a useful stratagem to navigate such tricky
social waters. Reynolds et al. [20] theorized that such acts
of deception are not just expected but also play a relational
role due to the ubiquity of such communication platforms.
Therefore, these acts of deceptive location sharing are not
completely unexpected as personal boundary navigation
mechanisms propagated to the spatio-digital realm. 	
  

We would also like to comment on a methodological
implication from this work. Our ESM deployment
demonstrates that it is possible to run simple, long-term
ESM studies. We followed Consolvo et al [4] as a
guideline. However, follow-up interviews with participants
are also necessary and important to capture their feelings
about their participation in such studies. Moreover, this is a
long-term study of deception and seems to be significantly
longer than other major studies of deception [2, 12, 17, 20,
21] in social media. While each of these studies are
important in their contribution to the area and many of them
used ESM deployments as their primary lens of inquiry,
they either used custom built applications or were limited in
terms of sample size, statistical power and deployment
time. We make the case that it is possible to use ESM in a
low-cost manner given two important design considerations
- low effort and simplicity for users and seamless
background integration with existing user applications.
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